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ABSTRACT
Academic organizations are supposed to seek certain balance between the concerns of security, stability and availability of shared computer labs to achieve the course learning objectives. Some academic activities in computer science courses require students to control and configure some laboratory devices. Students in advanced courses may use some risky applications for some learning activities. It may affect the stability, availability and security of the working nature in the shared lab and networks. Virtualization Platform has the ability to overcome these concerns to achieve learning objectives. Virtualization technologies allow students to access and control the computer settings as well as the working environment in advanced applications without affecting the operational availability of computer labs throughout the college day. Virtualization enables computer security teachers to train their students on many hands-on activities without exposing or causing damages to computer labs.

This paper presents the usage of virtualization technology in such environment, the opportunities and benefits of using this technology in computer security oriented courses. The paper also discusses the use of the VMware workstation pro as a sandbox for risky lab activities in computer security courses. Here the Desktop Virtualization offers great opportunities to teach advanced skills in computer security courses. Also, this paper outlines the challenges and limitations of virtualization along with some recommendations to address these limitations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
These days, controlling and managing the shared computer laboratories is one of the challenging issues that educational institutions are facing. These laboratories must be sufficient and operationally available to all students throughout college day. Quite often the transition periods between different students in colleges are short or completely nonexistent. As a result, there is an urgent need to manage these labs and ensure their availability and readiness. Computer science curriculum covers a series of technical issues like programming languages, systems design and analysis, web technology, etc. Students work on cumulative applications such as email services, graphic software, SQL databases and java etc. Such programs do not pose much threat to the availability of laboratories. In advanced courses, students often need to configure and install some applications or to access some complex tools. For instance, to implement activities related to computer security courses, students need to work on applications and activities that may jeopardize laboratory devices, software and network.

Sometimes students need to be trained in encryption, decryption, firewalls, intrusion, applications access control, and other security-related topics. These activities force students to change computer settings and configurations, control devices, access some websites that pose security risks to laboratories. Such risky activities are avoided by laboratory managers and technical support teams at universities.

Faculties may use some methods to secure computers through keeping computers in a stable state so that the students cannot make any permanent changes in computers configurations and settings. For example, some teachers use Deep freeze software that prevents permanent modifications in computer configurations except by an authorized person. However imposing such restrictions on shared computer laboratories may hinder many learning objectives in the computer science curriculum.

There should be some balance between concerns of security, stability and availability of shared computer labs to achieve course learning objectives. With the emergence of cloud computing and virtualization, many educational institutions have begun to migrate from traditional to virtual platforms. However availability of these services in modern form requires a lot more efforts and proper preparation in order to get the best results, and ensure sustainability.

Some researchers [1, 2, 3, 4] have suggested that the use of virtualization technologies for hardware and software may enhance managing and controlling computer labs. Virtualization technology also offers many benefits for students, teachers and technical support teams in computer science fields. Virtualization technology allows students to control computers setting and work in advanced applications without affecting the stability, availability and security of labs. Virtualization enables students to make permanent configurations on hardware settings that need not be removed between students’ different sessions, enables students to work on long-term projects and helps students to develop activities based on cumulative work from the beginning to the end of the course. Students can practice on host computers in virtual environments and control these computers without affecting their configuration by setting and use some advanced applications without exposing or causing damage to the network. Virtualization offers the faculties a great opportunity to teach advanced topics in computer security courses.

This paper throws a light on virtualization technology, the opportunities and benefits of using this technology in security related courses. The paper discusses the use of the VMware workstation pro for virtual machines in computer security lab. The paper shows that Desktop Virtualization offers great opportunities to teach advanced skills in computer security courses and allow students to control computer without exposing or causing damages to computer labs. The paper
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There are many applications of virtualization technology, such as virtual desktops, virtual private clouds, and virtualization of data centers. Virtualization technology can help enterprises save costs, improve efficiency, and enhance competitiveness.

The concept of virtualization began in the 1960s when it was defined as the possibility of installing different operating systems on the same computer [7]. Since then, virtualization concept has been expanded in today’s computers; virtualization technology can be considered as a set of software tools that divide server into Virtual Machines to reduce costs, expand the allocation of computing resources such as storages, processing power and others [8]. By using virtualization, applications running under a particular operating system can run independently as shown in Figure 1.b.

In nutshell, Virtualization can be described as a technology that enables the abstraction of operating systems, software and hardware [4]. Virtualization describes the process of creating a software-based representation of something rather than a physical one [3]. Virtualization technology can be applied to networks, servers, storages, applications, processing powers or even operating systems [9]. Virtualization is generally accomplished by dividing all the capabilities of a single piece of hardware or software faithfully into independent environment [3]. Virtualization technology makes computing environments independent of physical infrastructure. Commonly, virtualization enables turning of one or more virtual machines on the same device, running different operating system through virtual machines on one computer and operating a virtual machine in a “sandbox” without modifying the configurations of the host computer [1].

In virtualization environments, there is a thin software-based layer that separates the host machine from virtual machine called a hypervisor [10]. Hypervisor allocates the sufficient processing units and memories to each virtual machine [2]. Essentially, virtualization environments come in two forms: hosted virtualization form (Figure 2.a) and bare-metal also called native virtualization (Figure 2.b) [11]. In Bare-metal hypervisor, there is no need to install a server operating system first, so the hypervisor has direct access to hardware resources [10]. Bare-metal virtualization hypervisor has enhanced scalability, performance and stability [12]. Microsoft Hyper-V, VMware ESXi are some examples of bare-metal hypervisors. In hosted virtualization, the software is built completely on the top of a host operating system [12].

Unlike native hypervisor, the hosted hypervisor is like applications that install on a guest operating system. The hosted hypervisor manages the virtual machines, communicates and interacts with operating system of the host machine to access its resources [11]. Parallel Desktop, Microsoft Virtual PC and VMware Workstation pro are the most common hosted hypervisors.

Figure 1.a Single operating system owns all hardware resources.

Figure 1.b Multiple operating systems share hardware resources.

Figure 2.a: Hosted Virtualization
3. LITERATURE REVIEW

Academic institutions usually maintain their IT solutions and allocate new budgets for developing innovative IT solutions to maximize the benefits in learning process. The high cost of computers, software licenses and complex network configurations have led universities to rethink carefully about using the existing IT infrastructures [13]. Many educational institutions have begun to migrate from traditional to virtual forms to take their benefits and addressed many problems they were facing. Educational institutions use virtualization for the reasonable cost, ease of management and control [14].

Nowadays, many universities have used virtualization in teaching some courses, especially practical courses [13]. The successful experience of virtualization in some academic institutions has forced others to plan and implement virtualization to increase learning outcomes [15]. Many researches discuss the use of different types of virtualization in teaching technical courses. Virtualization provides a lot of flexibility in education and increase productivity [14].

Many researchers have investigated the use of virtualization in universities all over the world. For example, Nasereddin et al. [16] described different virtualization technologies that educational institutions have used to build virtual academic environments.

Dale [17] presented virtual computer laboratory. The paper investigated the use of hosted virtual machines in business-oriented information system security course. He focused on implementation and formulation of rules for business-oriented information system security course. He discussed some challenges and limitations of virtual machines in labs. Dale outlined some recommendations for using virtualization in education.

Rajeshwari et al. [18] discussed the use of virtualization at the University of California. They highlighted the potential financial benefits that can be offered to the universities and other educational institutions, noting that the main benefits of virtualization are the reasonable cost and low power consumption. They clarified the required computer infrastructure for implementing this innovative technology without any obstacles. The paper explained a useful platform of virtualization in education. Citrix, VMware, and Microsoft have possible virtualization solutions and have shown that for maximum benefits, educational institutions must plan to implement the appropriate virtualization technology according to their size and structure [18].

García, Rajeshwari, Prasad [19, 18, 13] discussed about the deployment and implementation of innovative unique virtual infrastructure for educational purposes. They showed how to allow the students to remotely access some applications and systems using web browsers. They also discussed the use of hypervisor, which isolates virtual machines for each server in order to protect the virtual machines from each other.

Bell et al. [15] discussed how teachers use virtual network laboratories in IT courses. They addressed the effective use of virtualization in different contexts to deliver the desired learning outcomes after completion of certain courses. They showed the high success rates in virtualized academic courses as compared to those in traditional training courses. Mahdi et al. [Mahdi] introduced a collaborative computer lab; they discussed best policies to foster their student teaching information security utilizing virtual Labs. Mahdi used substantial class activities to master security course content.

The paper introduced a solution based on Kolb's Experiential Learning Cycle to design hands-on activities for virtualized computer lab.

To summarize, the existing researches have discussed the basic benefits of adopting virtualization technology in academic environments, including the choices of different virtualization deployments and characteristics (e.g., compatibility with current IT infrastructure, cost, etc.). Some existing work provides a framework for testing the impact of using these technologies on student’s performance. However, to this end, it is noticed that no existing researches discuss the use of virtualization in managing and controlling shared laboratories for computer security courses that may threaten the stability, availability and security of labs.

4. METHODOLOGY

The methodology of this work starts with explaining the experience of virtualization technologies in computers security course (CS 350). This course, which is taught within the curriculum of department of Computer Science at college of Arts and Sciences at Prince Sattam bin Abdul Aziz University - located in Wadi Al-Dawaser city in Saudi Arabia. The department teaches CS 350 to level seven students in bachelor of computer science. During six semesters before registering for CS 350, students have completed many courses in computer science. The course is divided into theoretical and hands-on activities as shown in Figure 6. The course contains many practical exercises, readings and applications to provide students with a comprehensive understanding of the security topics. Like most other courses in computer science, CS 350 is taught in 15 weeks at a rate of 3 hours per week for lectures and two hours for hands-on activities, so CS 350 has 75 contact hours. The main objectives of this course are to provide students an understanding of basic computer security issues and concepts. The course introduce computer threats, risks and systems vulnerabilities. The course develops students’ ability to recognize, analyses, evaluate and mitigate security threats. CS350 enhances students’ understanding issues they may face in their careers after graduation.

The college faces a biggest challenge during teaching this course. The hands-on activities has a potential to compromise the security of shared computer labs. Firstly, the College thought about establishing a specialized computer security lab to teach this risky course. The proposed lab would be equipped with the necessary technologies and computer security applications. It was not possible to establish this dedicated lab due to the difficulty of having the necessary budget in due time. More specifically, the university did not want to spend more money in building new facilities in the current compound because the new buildings were near completion. The college rethought to implement that course in the current laboratories without endangering labs hardware and software. The department of computer science agreed to use virtualization technologies in a shared laboratory to teach security course.
We developed our methodology through desktop virtualization for its several advantages over the other virtualization types. First, desktop virtualization can reduce pressures on network and server bandwidth. As a result, hands-on activities will not be blocked by network speed. Second, virtualized desktop isolates security activities to local network because it does not require Internet connection. Consequently, it prevents the threats of the hands-on activities results on the network. Third, virtualized desktops are portable. As there is a hypervisor on each operating system and virtualized desktop is implemented as files in specific folder, students could copy, distribute and download this folder a long with the activities on any storage device to another computer in the labs or outside the college. In addition, virtual desktop is easy to maintain during any software modifications, the virtualized desktop can be easily transferred to other computer. Moreover, desktop virtualization is flexible since it can be implemented on lab desktops, students portable devices, with only hypervisor installed. Lastly, desktop virtualization is cost effective because hypervisors mostly are free for educational purposes.

Desksops in Lab 6 were new and fulfilled desktop virtualization requirements. The Lab contained 28 desktop computers for students and one for the trainer. Each desktop computer had 2 Core i7 AMD Opteron processor, memory of 64GB of RAM, 1 Terabyte SCSI hard disk, 3 Network Cards, 17” flat-panel screen and CD/DVD writer. All desktop were connected to a Local Area Network (LAN). The trainer's computer was connected to the Internet through the University Intranet. For the above mentions reasons, the department of computer science chose Lab 6 to virtualize some desktops for computer security courses.

We decided to install VMware Workstation Pro software for desktop virtualization for many reasons. First, VMware Workstation Pro is a standard virtualization platform that enables running multiple operating systems such as Windows and Linux as virtual machines on the same computer. Second, VMware Workstation Pro can run more than one virtual system at the same time without having to restart the computer. Third, Workstation provides a secure and isolated environment for evaluating applications and systems without affecting the host machine's configurations and it does not expose itself to any risks. Forth, Workstation is compatible with the famous Web browsers. Fifth, VMware Workstation Pro Isolates virtual machines from BIOS setting and disables BIOS editing. Finally, VMware Workstation accesses to USB ports. University of Prince Sattam Bin Abdul Aziz provides free copies of Microsoft Windows 8 for each staff or student, so we decided to install Windows 8 on the virtual machines.

4.2 Students’ Experiments and Results
During the course, we covered topics related to the basic concepts of computer security such as: Cryptography, computer threats, security application, services, Countermeasures, security protocols and issues in network security. We covered discussions and hands-on activities in computer security. Each hands-on activity takes 60 minutes. We explain the basic ideas in the first 20 minutes; students take approximately 20 minutes to practice in groups or individually. At the end of each session, students explain their results and experiences.

Students trained themselves using VMware Workstation and its interfaces. Students installed VMware Workstation Pro for virtualization and Windows 8 on the virtual machine. Students gained good skills with VMware Workstation management through Admin accounts to control their virtual machines without posing any threats to the physical computers and network.

Day after day, students implemented many security activities based on each other. Students created virtual sandbox for risky hands-on activities, for example, students encrypted some applications, cracked passwords, detected and scanned viruses and more in isolated virtual environment. Virtualization offers students more opportunities to access some products not available on their physical computers. Students recorded their notes, observations, problems encountered during the exercises, solutions they have reached and learned lessons from all hands-on activities. At the end of the course, students gained a number of applications and documentation related to computer security.

Students expressed their satisfaction with CS 350 course and the hands-on activities they practiced through virtualization. All students developed their technical skills on VMware and became more confident in using the new security applications. Students satisfied with virtualization technology in education. Some students decided to take use of virtualization as a
method and to dig deeper into this technology after graduation. In general, it is possible to say that the experiments of students in CS 350 were positive and successful.

4.3 Limitations & Recommendations
Desktop Virtualization is still an emerging technology despite virtualization has been harnessed in all computing environments and has become an integral part of many educational institutions as previously mentioned in section 3. During installation and using virtualization in CS 350 course, we have come across many issues that affected the course contents and its learning objectives; we have addressed these limitations during the sessions. These issues include: students lack of experience in virtualization, the inability to control and monitor students’ virtual machines, incompatibility of many hardware and applications with the virtual environment, the inability to backup and restore files from virtual machines.

The students had no prior practical experience with virtualization. Of course, some of the other courses that the students have studied before this course contain topics related to virtualization, such as Internet Technology and selected topics 1, however the students studied it theoretically and they did not practice them. As a result, students needed more time to master this technology, even though it was not a primary goal of the course but was a means to facilitate hands-on activities on certain security issues that could hurt or expose labs to risky.

When students installed a virtual machine on their computer, they had full control over the virtual machine. This is desirable and helps students achieve many tasks; however that made it difficult to control student activities or help them in solving some problems. Based on our experience, the teacher may install virtual machines for all the students with predefined Administrator accounts to facilitate teacher access to activities that do not require student control over the virtual machine. For activities that require student control on virtual machines, each student can create another Admin account on his virtual machine.

Some physical components were not compatible with virtualization platforms such as external storage devices and USB ports, so we couldn’t use some required devices during some activities. Some applications were compatible only with Windows environments but not compatible with virtual environments, although the workstation has a good compatibility with many modern applications and systems. Therefore, we recommend computer security teachers to determine the hardware and software required for the course carefully and be sure that they are compatible with the virtual environment.

During the middle weeks of the course, we encountered difficulties in using backup and restore applications where some backup and file recovery programs only work on physical computers and on normal operating systems but are not compatible with virtual environments and this confirms our previous recommendation regarding pre-test of software and hardware compatibility with the appropriate virtualization platform.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents some knowledge about virtualization technologies, the opportunities and benefits of using this technology in educational institutions. The paper discusses the use of the VMware workstation pro in virtual machines for computer security lab. The challenges and limitations of virtualization technology are also outlined here. Virtualization is an effective means that helps students to implement many lab activities, and to achieve the course objectives. Desktop Virtualization offers faculties a great opportunity to teach advanced skills in computer security related courses and enables them to train the students on many hands-on activities that may expose or cause damage to computer labs. However, desktop virtualization is still an emerging technology and it has some limitations over security related issues. Computer security teachers may choose and test the appropriate virtualization platform that compatible with the applications and devices required during their courses.
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